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This skillfully researched book focuses on how a small socio-political
American  elite  seeks  to  establish  control  over  the  very  basis  of  human  survival:  the
provision of  our  daily  bread.  “Control  the food and you control  the people.”This  is  no
ordinary book about the perils of GMO.  Engdahl takes the reader inside the corridors of
power,  into  the  backrooms of  the  science  labs,  behind  closed  doors  in  the  corporate
boardrooms.

The author cogently reveals a diabolical World of profit-driven political intrigue, government
corruption and coercion, where genetic manipulation and the patenting of life forms are
used to gain worldwide control over food production. If the book often reads as a crime
story, that should come as no surprise. For that is what it is.

Engdahl’s carefully argued critique goes far beyond the familiar controversies surrounding
the practice of genetic modification as a scientific technique. The book is an eye-opener, a
must-read for all those committed to the causes of social justice and World peace.

What is so frightening about Engdahl’s vision of the world is that it is so real. Although our
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civilization  has  been  built  on  humanistic  ideals,  in  this  new  age  of  “free  markets”,
everything– science, commerce, agriculture and even seeds– have become weapons in the
hands of a few global corporation barons and their political fellow travelers. To achieve
world domination, they no longer rely on bayonet-wielding soldiers. All  they need is to
control food production.

-Dr. Arpad Pusztai, biochemist, formerly of the Rowett Research Institute Institute, Scotland

If you want to learn about the socio-political agenda –why biotech corporations insist on
spreading GMO seeds around the World– you should read this carefully researched book.
You will learn how these corporations want to achieve control over all mankind, and why we
must resist…

-Marijan Jost, Professor of Genetics, Krizevci, Croatia

The book reads like a murder mystery of an incredible dimension, in which four giant Anglo-
American agribusiness conglomerates have no hesitation to use GMO to gain control over
our very means of subsistence…

-Anton Moser, Professor of Biotechnology, Graz, Austria

F. William Engdahl is a leading analyst of the New World Order, author of the best-selling
book on oil and geopolitics, A Century of War: Anglo-American Politics and the New World
Order,’ His writings have been translated into more than a dozen languages. 

Order this critically-acclaimed book from Global Research!
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Ordering from North America? Click to view our bulk order special offers.

Also available from Global Research Publishers:

The Globalization of Poverty and the New World Order
by Michel Chossudovsky

Michel Chossudovsky takes the reader through an examination of how the
World Bank and IMF have been the greatest purveyors of poverty around the world, despite
their rhetorical claims to the opposite. These institutions, representing the powerful Western
nations and the financial interests that dominate them, spread social apartheid around the
world, exploiting both the people and the resources of the vast majority of the world’s
population.

For a nuanced examination of the intricacies of the global political-economic landscape and
the power players within it, pick up your copy of: The Globalization of Poverty and the New
World Order.
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